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ANIMAL RIGHTS! HUMAN WRONGS!
The Business of Medical Research

The animal-rights movement was recently met head-on by a
massive counterattack from scientists, medical researchers, edu-
cators and indeed, a responsible public. Whether or not animals
should be used in experiments which ultimately benefit humans
has been the subject of editorials right across the nation but
public opinion now seems to indicate an improved understand-
ing of the situation. Should animals be used in experiments
which result in knowledge which may be of benefit to humans?

During the past decade, leaders of the animal-rights move-
ment have mounted media campaigns, used shock headlines and
misleading information to impugn the motives of scientists,
often disguising their own goals and attacking governmental and
private agencies responsible for providing and monitoring all
research involving the use of animals. This problem has nearly
reached crisis proportions and it seems that all science across
North America is under siege.

The concept of animal welfare provides that the use of
animals in scientific research for the benefit of humans is
morally sound. 1 Most proponents of animal-rights may well be
concerned with the conditions and treatment of laboratory ani-
mals, and argue against the use of animals for non-medical
purposes, such as cosmetics testing. Few would argue that these
activities jeopardize the lives of people. In a call to physicians to
prevent ideology from blocking medical progress, a recent pub-
lication has stressed that activism on the part of the medical
community could be crucial to the lives of a great many patients
in the future.'

The leaders of the animal-rights organizations have amassed
funds by gaining control of several traditional animal welfare
groups-not always with the concurrence or understanding of
their members. In 1988, the animal-rights treasury was estimated
at $50 million.' Millions of animal-loving North Americans have
been upset by their sophisticated 'misinformation campaigns'.
Leaders of the animal-rights movement frequently compare
human life and 'other' animal life. One co-director of the now
notorious People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PET A)
recently went on record to state, 'There is no rational basis for
separating out the human animal. A rat is a pig is a dog is a boy.
They are all mammals. '4 Another, in a book entitled All Animals
are Equal, has written: 'In order to explain the basis for the case
for the equality of animals, it will be helpful to start with an
examination of the case for the equality of women. '5 The Direc-
tor of the National Anti-Vivisectionist Society has stated that
researchers use 70 million animals per year. He admits that this
is an inflated figure but uses it to draw opponents into debate,
thus fuelling the controversy. Leaders have been known to
excite fear with claims that animals used in medical research are
frequently former pets, stolen or acquired from animal pound
seizures. In fact, the research community condemns the use of
pets. Facilities which obtain animals for research are bound by
the Animal Welfare Act to follow identification procedures that
ensure against the purchase of stolen animals. Between 12 to 20
million cats and dogs are put to death annually in animal pounds
and shelters." Strays are held for a week and put to death if they

are not claimed, adopted or sold. As a result of animal-rights
activism, the sale of homeless animals by 'pounds to medical
research organizations is now illegal in 13 states.

Several approaches have been used directly against medical
scientists ranging from public insults to death threats. A PET A
news release reads: 'In time, we'll look on those who work in
[animal laboratories] with the horror now reserved for the men
and women who experimented on Jews in Auschwitz ... That,
too, the Nazis said, was "for the greater benefit of the master
race" .'7

On the side of established animal research there are stringent
regulations, established by federal and state laws, governing the
care and use of animals. Under the Animal Welfare Act, review
committees at all institutions must approve investigators' proto-
cols and see that these clearly define the rationale for use of
animals, the numbers to be used, description of all procedures,
anaesthetic and surgical techniques, post-experimental manage-
ment, analgesia and in the case of sacrifice, methods of euthana-
sia that would be employed. One concerned private citizen and a
veterinarian must be included on these committees. Inspections
are carried out at least every six months and research projects
may be suspended if compliance is not demonstrated. Recogni-
tion by the Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care (AALAC) has been sought by over 700 in-situtions. This
non-profit institution has, a priori, among its goals, 'encourag-
ing high standards for the care and use of laboratory animals in-
cluding appropriate veterinary care ... '8

Several voices have emerged to fight the unhealthy propa-
ganda machine where, for example, high school students are
being approached with antiresearch material." A press release of
the Secretary of Health and Human Services concludes: ' ... it
would be evil to forsake vital animal research when lives hang in
the balance."? When a prominent surgeon was heckled by an
animal-rights advocate at a symposium and asked whether he
would save his cat or his baby first if his house were on fire, he
replied: 'Whoever I could get to first.' As the surgeon went on to
put it, 'It is the American public that will decide.' 1 1 Physicians
have been exhorted to oppose 'the domination of knowledge by
ignorance"? and to address these issues in schools, in the press
and write letters to policy-makers. This should avert the greatest
danger to animal research, which 'is not the activity of its
opponents, but the inactivity of its defenders' .13 .

The Foundation for Biomedical Research (818 Connecticut
Ave NW, Suite 303, Washington DC 20006) is making informa-
tion available to groups and individuals. Students are organizing
support for animal research. In July 1989, the laboratory of a
university researcher in Texas was destroyed by animal-rights
activists, setting back serious work on the sudden infant death
syndrome. The studies used cats in painless sleep experiments.
This led to the formation of proactive groups in some 40 colleges
spread over 17 states. One student said: 'We don't like the
politics of confrontation, but if they (the animal-rights activists)
come on our campus trying to pass off misinformation, we will
show up and display our support for animal research.':"

High-level government officials have started preaching the
gospel of animal research. In one of the largest meetings to date,
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federal officials and private sector scientists joined forces to
defend animal research. Surgeon-General Antonia C. Novello,
MD, speaking to an audience of 250 invited guests said, 'Re-
garding the importance of animal research, we must make our
case and make it effectively, starting today.' There are great
concerns about attempts to intimidate research institutions through
burglary, theft of animals and vandalism, all of which lead to
increased security costs. Of 126 medical schools questioned in a
recent survey, 92 reported using animals in their curriculum.
Seventy-six schools reported losing a total of more than $4.5
million over the past five years due to thefts, vandalism and
other demonstrations. The survey also found that stricter animal
handling regulations, increased security and higher animal prices
are costing US medical schools about $17.3 million annually.
The newly appointed Director of the National Institutes of
Health, Bernadine Healy, MD, expressed apprehension about
the impact on scientists, 'The harassment of individual scientists
conducting animal research, including death threats and picket-
ing their homes, is no less than inhumane."!

Finally, the American Medical Association (AMA) citing
increasing activism against the use of animals in teaching pro-
grammes, reaffirmed that the 'use of animals in the general
education of physicians is essential' .

The issue is still far from resolved but the battle lines are
more firmly drawn.

Letter from London
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YVAN J. DAS DORESSILVA

The domestic political scene has been enlivened by the spectacle
of two former Conservative prime ministers at loggerheads over
Britain's commitment to federation and monetary union within
the European Community (EC). Mrs Thatcher, speaking first in
the USA, then on television at home, and finally in the House of
Commons, warned that acceptance of the proposals for the
forthcoming EC summit meeting would mean 'the greatest
abdication of national and parliamentary sovereignty in our
history'. Edward Heath, who took Britain into the EC, replied
first in an apoplectic television interview, and then more temper-
ately in Parliament. John Major, still an inexperienced and
tentative performer, was caught in the crossfire and pretended
that all would be solved by discussion and blurring the issues-
which is probably true. The trouble is that no one knows what
'federation' means. It could mean more power to a central (EC)
government, or the devolution of responsibility to the lowest
level of government capable of exercising it effectively ('sub-
sidiarism' is the horrible EC neologism). In addition there is
much unease about the functions of the various bodies in the EC,
their accountability and lack of democratic control: there is the
European Commission, the Council of Ministers and the Euro-
pean Parliament, not to mention their relations with the Western
European Union, NATO, and the proposed European Bank.

Lloyds of the London insurance world is in turmoil. Part of
Lloyds business consists of syndicates of 'names' who are
'good' for £250,000, with unlimited liability. 'Names' do not
play any active part in the running of their syndicate. Unprece-
dented insurance claims for 1988 (the accounts are always 3
years in arrears) have caused huge losses which many 'names'
cannot pay; they stand to lose all their assets, even their houses.
There have been accusations that only the syndicates which
included 'names' who worked in insurance were properly man-
aged; the others incompetently.

Now we have accepted that the Russians are human, we still
need to understand them. Epics of Everday Life: Encounters in a
changing Russia by Susan Richards provides some insights and
is worth quoting: 'Only now did it become completely clear to
me what the function of fear had been. It has been the only motor
of the economy. The camps had been essential to the system; not
because slave labour was effective, but because fear was. Fear
had kept people working, and kept in check the abuses to which
the monopoly system later fell victim. When the fear relaxed, the
problems began." And, 'In the Brezhnev years, the inclusion in
a circle of distribution became a function of privilege and subject
to political control. The result, which had a stunning simplicity


